Patriot Capital Corporation and Fiscal Systems Join Forces
To Provide Affordable Financing Solutions
Fuel retailers across the country will be able to gain quick access to
needed resources for capital improvements and upgrades
ATLANTA, GA -- March 20, 2015 -- Atlanta-based Patriot Capital Corporation, a
leader in innovative fuel financing solutions, has entered into an exclusive financing
partnership with Fiscal Systems, recognized as a leading cardlock solutions
provider, it was announced today.
The partnership provides enhanced financing options – including special incentives
– which can expedite the installation of Fiscal’s products for its fuel retailing clients
across the nation.
Madison, Alabama-based Fiscal is a leader in fueldesk POS, cardlock fuel
management system, scanning, pricebook, inventory management, and age
verification. They have been developing and installing automation solutions for fuel
retailers, ranging from single-site to national operators, for more than 30 years.
“We are pleased that Patriot Capital Corporation will be providing simple and
affordable financing solutions to clients of Fiscal Systems,” said Zach Walker. “As
truckers and fleet managers demand the latest technologies and conveniences when
choosing their fuel partner, companies need to install upgrades to stay competitive.
Patriot can help speed the process in purchasing and installing desired equipment
and capital upgrades, with a minimal amount of hassle and maximum amount of
flexibility.”
“The need to be ‘future-forward’ has never been more critical, and Fiscal Systems
provides innovations that help commercial fuel providers leverage the latest
technologies,” said Chris Santy, President, Patriot Capital Corporation. " At Patriot
Capital, our mission is to provide access to needed capital so that our clients can
gain – and maintain – the technological edge offered by Fiscal’s products and
services.”
About Patriot Capital Corporation
Patriot Capital specializes in enabling entrepreneurs to succeed by providing hassle
free equipment financing to retailers in the convenience store and retail petroleum
fueling industries. Patriot has been recognized as Best in U.S. by the PMAA,
Petroleum Marketers Association of America.
Working with our customers to enable them to optimize their capital structures,
Patriot Capital is the leading provider of capital equipment financing and leasing to
NACS (National Association of Convenience Stores) and SIGMA (Society of

Independent Gasoline Marketers of America) members. For additional
information, please visit www.patriotcapitalcorp.com.
Patriot Capital Corporation is headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia.
About Fiscal Systems
For more than 30 years, Fiscal Systems has been developing and installing
automation solutions for fuel retailers, ranging from single-site to national
operators. The fuel retailing platform installed at thousands of sites includes C-Store
POS, fueldesk POS, cardlock fuel management system, scanning, pricebook,
inventory management, age verification, and web portal. Striving for innovation in
also training and support, Fiscal Systems provides an all in one solution for fuel
retailers. Fiscal’s mission is to deliver superior products and services ethically,
responsively, and cost-effectively, and that is only fulfilled as their customers’
challenges become their own. The success of Fiscal Systems is defined by the
success of their customers. One Partner, One Platform, One Solution. For more
information, please visit www.fis-cal.com.
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